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This workshop may be seen as an heir to the past versions of MASPEGHI (at OOIS 2002 and ASE 
2003) and of the Inheritance Workshop (at ECOOP 2002). This is multiple inheritance between 
workshops, and so we intend to apply the results of the previous workshops to the organization of this 
one, while at the same time making it possible to reuse the results of this workshop in the next one 
(MASPEGHI 2005). MASPEGHI 2004 will continue the discussion about mechanisms for managing 
specialization and generalization of programming language components: inheritance and reverse 
inheritance, specialization and generalization, and other forms of inheritance, multiple, single, mixin 
or trait-based. The scope of the workshop reflects two main concerns: (i) the various uses of 
inheritance, and (ii) the difficulties of implementation and control of inheritance in practical 
applications. Different communities, such as the design methods, database, knowledge representation, 
data mining, object programming language and modelling communities, address these concerns in 
different ways. Thus, one of our goals is to bring together a diverse set of participants to compare and 






MASPEGHI 2004 will continue the discussion about mechanisms for managing and manipulating 
specialization and generalization hierarchies: inheritance and reverse inheritance, specialization and 
generalization, interface and implementation inheritance, multiple, single, mixin and trait-based 
inheritance, etc. We are concerned with both the uses of inheritance, and the difficulties of 
implementing and controlling it. 
These concerns are reflected differently by disciplines such as databases, knowledge discovery and 
representation, modelling and design methods, object programming languages, with emphasis put 
either on problem domain modelling or on organizing the computational artefacts that simulate the 
 iv
domain. For example, in knowledge representation, the modelling role of classes prevails: hierarchies 
are repositories of validated knowledge, which support the acquisition of new knowledge. In analysis 
and design, the purpose of the hierarchy shifts as the design matures from modelling to organizing. 
Hence, modern OOA&D methods support the gradual evolution of class hierarchies from one use to 
the other. 
Despite the wide use of specialization hierarchies, there is no standard methodology for constructing 
and maintaining them independently from the domains that they represent and the artefacts that they 
organize. We hope that this workshop will provide participants a way to learn from each other and 
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This workshop is organized in four sessions: 
• Session 1: Form and Transform, Dealing with evolution 
• Session 2: Class composition 
• Session 3: Different kinds of subclassing relationships 
• Session 4: Contradiction between desired subtyping/specialization relation and language 
mechanism 
 
Here are some more details about the topics addressed by these sessions. 
 
Form and Transform, Dealing with evolution 
 
In this topic, we would like to explore the way methodologies, languages and tools can help us or at 
the contrary bother when dealing with hierarchy construction and evolution. The papers of the session 
more precisely raise two questions:  Is it realistic to imagine that automated procedures will guide or 
even replace expertise of human designers? Which type of help can we expect from these automatic 
tools? Would the use of automatic tools lead to uniformly-shaped (normalized) hierarchies? Is such a 
kind of normalization desirable or not? 
 
Some forms of evolution (like inserting classes in the middle of the hierarchy, or new features to 
classes already in use) are really difficult with standard languages without changing other parts in user 
programs. Nevertheless they are necessary in many situations because requirements and knowledge of 
the domain evolve. Is it a good thing to admit such forms of evolution? Discuss language features 




Is class composition worthwhile? Pro: it is powerful. Con: the resulting software is complex and hard 
to maintain. 
 
Different kinds of subclassing relationships  
 
In UML it is possible to provide a more accurate definition of the kind of inheritance to use through 
the specification of tagged values and/or UML profiles. Should we use this facility when we design an 
application? How many kinds of inheritance relationships are needed? If we use several kinds of 
relationships is it suitable to get also several kinds of inheritance relationships within programming 
languages or systems? How many kinds does your language/system/.. have or should have according 
to your point of view?  
 
Contradiction between desired subtyping/specialization relation and language mechanism 
 
What to do when the desired subtyping relation that one would like to exploit in one's program does 
not match the particular subclassing mechanism that one has employed to create that program? For 
example programming, inheritance is often employed as a reuse mechanism, with no intent to create a 
subtype. And subtypes can be built through many mechanisms other than inheritance. What facilities 
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ABSTRACT
Inheritance is one important and controversial issue of object-oriented programming, because of it’s different
implementations and domain uses: design methods, database, knowledge representation, data mining, object
programming languages, modelling . . .
Most of the object-oriented programming languages have a direct implementation of specialization, thus we
promote the idea that a relationship between classes based on generalization can help in the process of reuse,
adaptation, limited evolution of class hierarchies. We name it reverse inheritance.
Our goal is to show that reverse inheritance class relationship and it’s supporting mechanisms can be used
to accomplish the objectives mentioned earlier. Another goal is to prove the feasibility of the approach. On the
other hand we analyze some use cases on how the objectives are reached.
Keywords: reverse inheritance, factoring, reuse, adaptation, limited evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
Inheritance is the mechanism used in object-oriented languages to specialize and to adapt the behaviour of a
class. It is the backbone of any object-oriented system. As many implementations for inheritance exist, as many
object-oriented programming paradigms3 may be considered.
Inheritance notably offers a way to share (to factor) common features (attributes and methods) between
classes, leading to hierarchies without multiple declarations of the same feature.2
In our approach we propose to use reverse inheritance relationship between classes to improve software
reusability (to adapt it according to the context) and to address small evolution or refactoring. Reverse inher-
itance can be particularly useful when we want to reuse class hierarchies that are developed independently in
different contexts. Following this idea, we would like to use reverse inheritance in order to implement a limited
way to perform separation of concerns. It is important to note that we address in this paper reverse inheritance
in the framework of a language which supports only single inheritance like Java. Impact of multiple inheritance
and assertions will be studied but they are out of the scope of this paper.
One of our previous reports1 proposes a set of features which should be associated to reverse inheritance in
order to address the objectives mentioned above. These features are dealing with the insertion of new methods
or attributes, their factorization, renaming or redefinition and the access to the code of the descendant. Each
of these features must be studied into details and this paper is a first attempt for the description of the main
issues related to factorization and renaming. This report addresses also the main uses of reverse inheritance such
as inserting a class into a hierarchy, to link two hierarchies, etc. Moreover it describes another use of reverse
inheritance which is mainly related to the specification of class hierarchy refactoring. This implied that the
use of reverse inheritance is volatile and that the only relationships that persists are inheritance relationships.
Objectives of this paper show that it is not the type of uses that we address from now.
The paper is organized in the following way: The second section presents some of the main aspects of the
factoring mechanisms according to the state of the art. In the third section we propose a possible syntax and
implementation directions are provided for the factoring mechanism. The fourth section addresses more especially
the handling of signature matching and adaptation (syntax and feasibility). Section five draws the conclusions
of our study and states the future works.
2. TOWARDS THE DEFINITION OF THE FACTORING MECHANISM
As it has been said in the introduction, we focus on the factoring mechanism which works along with other
supporting mechanisms like: feature adding, descendant access or renaming.1 The factoring mechanism in the
context of reverse inheritance class relationship relies on the relocation of methods and attributes from classes
to their superclasses.
There are many reasons for factoring a class hierarchy: i) multiple occurrences of a method along the inher-
itance tree means an overhead to the calling mechanism because of the name resolution conflict2; ii) multiple
declared fields along the inheritance path induce multiple redundant modifications of its occurrences2; iii) it is
more natural to define concrete subclasses and then to extract commonalities into superclasses.6
Sakkinen 7 discusses Pedersen’s approach of factorization, which involves the factorization of features from
one selected, principal subclass. He proposes that the programmer should specify for each method from which
subclass it should be factored.
Moreover 4 defines the features which are common to a set of classes: these features must have the same
name in each class or are subject to be renamed. With this approach it is possible to define a signature to which
corresponding signatures in each class must conform. This signature may also contain precondition (respectively
postcondition) that must not be weaker (respectively stronger) than the ones associated to the methods to be
factored. For the common features also, it should be possible to define a precondition other than False which is
not weaker than the precondition for the feature in each class ∗.
In 2 the authors analyze algorithms, based on Galois sub-hierarchies. They are applied to hierarchies in order
to find an ideal factorization from the point of view of minimizing the number of feature declarations. They use
metrics to count the number of occurrences of redundant features and propose algorithms for restructuring in
order to build an optimal hierarchy.
In the approach of 5 which deal with refactoring, they propose a factorization methodology which modifies
the code but preserves it’s original behaviour. The methodology consists in isolating common features and code,
and creating abstract superclasses, based on the following steps: i) to add function signatures to superclasses,
ii) to make function bodies compatible, iii) to move variables and to migrate common behaviour to the abstract
superclass.
In our approach the reverse inheritance relationship is used as a mean to increase reusability, so that it is
close from Pedersen and Sakkinen approaches that integrates it as a basic language mechanism. We consider
that features have to be factored in the following manner: common attributes have to be moved from subclasses
into superclasses and common signatures of methods have to be copied into superclasses, creating new abstract
methods †. Our approach compared with 2 is not automatic. We explore also the possibility to adapt (when
it is meaningful) the signature of non-matching features when they have the same semantics (see section 4).
In figure 1 the two classes contain a common attribute (attribute1) and a common method (method1()) which
are factored. For the reverse inheritance class relationship we proposed the use of a new keyword infers in the
definition of the new superclass. Situations like the one presented in our example, with factored features having
the same signatures, are quite rare and context dependant. Real situations dealing with method having slightly
different signatures but that should be factored must be analyzed and solved. In our approach, the problems
related to factorization which are discussed in the next sections are the following: i) how to identify the feature
that should be factored - signature matching and, ii) how to adapt these features in order to match the signature
specified within the superclass - signature adaptation.
∗This approach is related to Eiffel.
†The impact of access modifiers like public, protected or private is not discussed in this paper but it is taken into

















  int attribute1;
  int attributeA;
  void method1(){}
  void methodA(){}}
class ClassB {
  int attribute1;
  int attributeB;
  void method1(){}
  void methodB(){}}
class ClassC infers ClassC, ClassB {
  factored int attribute1;
  factored void method1();}
Figure 1. Reverse inheritance factoring mechanism
3. SYNTAX AND IMPLEMENTATION OF FACTORING MECHANISM
In this section we discuss the language syntax and the implementation of the factoring mechanism. In order to
show the feasibility of the factoring mechanism we decided to use code transformations to eliminate the reverse
inheritance class relationship and to build equivalent hierarchies using just inheritance relationship. We will
generate internally equivalent pure Java code and this code does not intend to be shown to the programmer.
We propose to analyze examples of the two main situations where reverse inheritance may be involved (single












Figure 2. Implementation 1
equivalent hierarchy11 class diagram can be used when we want to add, to abstract, to redefine, to rename
methods in class B. The hierarchy12 from figure 2 can be used when we need to affect in the same way features
from class B and inherited features from class C.
Proposed Java Syntax We propose the following language extension constructions that illustrate single
reverse inheritance and fit the context corresponding to the structure of the hierarchy1 class diagram:
class C {}
class B extends C {
void feature() {/* implementation */}
void future_factored_feature() {/* implementation */}
void future_renamed_feature() {/* implementation */}}





For the abstraction of features the capability to be used is the factoring mechanism. Abstracted features are
declared using the factored keyword.























Figure 3. Implementation 2
Like it has been made for single reverse inheritance, we propose two possible implementations depending on
the features to be factored. The first implementation solution hierarchy21 will be used to affect classes B1 and
B2. It has two intermediate classes A1 and A2 between C1 and B1, respectively C2 and B2. On the other hand
an interface A is added, which is implemented by the new inserted classes A1 and A2 ‡. Interface A will be used to
record any possible abstracted features from it’s implementing classes A1 and A2. The second implementation
solution proposed in hierarchy22 may be used when we want to affect classes C1 and C2. It has only one
superclass A that will include all the factored features and all the new added features. This implementation may
be used when we need to factor also inherited features from classes C1 and C2.
4. SIGNATURE MATCHING AND ADAPTATION
In this section we present aspects dealing with signature matching and adaptation in the framework of method
factorization. It is necessary to set the rules which define the methods (to be factored) from subclasses that may
match the method signature within the superclass and to adapt their signature when it is needed. This may
lead to type conversion and to some method renaming. To adapt the signature of methods of subclasses when
they are factored enables to make them conform to the signature of the superclass method. This is quite useful
because it extends the expressiveness of the factorization mechanism in order to apply it to more methods.
All the entities that contribute to the definition of a signature, are involved in the feature lookup: return type,
method name, number of parameter, name, type, position and default value (when available) of each parameter,
assertions such as preconditions and postconditions (available in Eiffel)§.
The work described in 8 involves only signature matching which is based strictly on type analysis. Several
cases of possible signature matches are mentioned: exact match, partial relaxed match, transformation relaxed
match, combined relaxed match, generic match. Cases of relaxed match, where types are substituted with
conforming ones, will be used in our study to reach the goals mentioned earlier.
Potential solutions for name matching, which link concrete methods from subclasses with the correspondent
abstract ones in the superclass, are: the use of annotations (a set of meta-information written by the programmer
in the source code), information that can be extracted from comments, manual setting of the factored features.
In our approach we address the latter solution and we extend the syntax of Java in order to improve the
expressiveness of reverse inheritance class relationship. A sample written in the Java language extension has the
following flavour:
‡According to the integration of an adding mechanism with reverse inheritance relationship, classes A1 and A2 could
be used for storing the new added features.
§Assertion handling is out of the scope of the paper.
01 class Parallelogram {
02 void paint(Canvas c, int x, int y) {/* parallelogram implementation */}}
03 class Ellipse {
04 void update(double x, double y, Canvas canvas) {/* ellipse implementation */}}
05 class Shape infers Parallelogram, Ellipse {
06 factored void paint(Canvas c, int x, int y)= {
07 Parallelogram.paint(Canvas c, int x, int y),
08 Ellipse.update(double x -> x, double y -> y, Canvas canvas -> c)};}
Line 05 introduces a new keyword infers for expressing the reverse inheritance between class Shape and classes
Parallelogram and Ellipse. Between lines 06 and 08, the common painting method is factored void paint(Canvas
c,int x, int y), which corresponds to method paint(...) from class Parallelogram and update(...) from class
Ellipse. The factored keyword is used for marking the factored features in superclass. Also special syntax is used
for method and parameter unification: one subclass method has the same name as the factored method paint,
but the other has a different name update; parameter Canvas canvas is unified with Canvas c, which is not at
the same position in class Ellipse.
Discussion About the Implementation of Signature Adaptation The set of transformations that deals
with signature adaptation, corresponds to these atomic features: i) method/parameter renaming; ii) parameter
addition/removal/reordering; iii) return type of method/parameter type changing.
To decide weather the name chosen for one method of the superclass may be propagated to the name of
one subclass according to the example above is not straightforward. In particular, to rename the method in a
subclass implies to parse all method calls in order to update it according to the new name. Moreover this may
lead to name conflicts with other existing method names.
Furthermore about parameters we may consider renaming, addition and removal. To rename parameters in a
method implies changing all the references to these parameters within the same method. Like for method names,
name conflicts may arise if members and parameters have now the same name.
To add a new unused parameter will not yield any modification of the method code, but it may interfere
with the lookup mechanism and the name of the new parameter could also introduce a conflict with members
or other parameters.
To remove an unused parameter implies the identification of the code parts which depend on it, and to
evaluate the side effects which are caused by the removal of that code. At first glance, it does not seem quite
reasonable.
To reorder parameters within a method is orthogonal according to the code located in the body of that
method. But it is obvious that heir or client classes which use the method, will be affected.
If a return type of a method or the type of a parameter is changed then it must conform to the original
type, but it is not sufficient because the modification may interfere with the lookup and generate conflicts with
existing methods¶. About type conformance, the rules proposed for handling primitive types should be the one
found in the literature (e.g. in Java double can replace float). When the type deals with classes then a subtype
conforms to the its supertype. But there is also another constraint: clients should use only the feature of the
supertype.
Possible Implementation in Java According to the discussion made in previous paragraph, we propose a
possible implementation solution which keeps the interface of the class intact and adds delegated methods with
different names:
¶Moreover in Java the redefinition is non-variant and it is not possible to have two methods with the same name and
parameters but with different return types.
class Ellipse {
void update(double x, double y, Canvas canvas) {/* ellipse implementation */}
void paint(Canvas c, int x, int y) { update(x,y,c); }}
In the implementation solution, class Ellipse keeps it’s update(...) method intact and a new method paint(...)
is added to perform factorization. The new added method paint(...) will be used as a delegated method which
calls the update(...) method using the appropriate order of parameters. Of course it will be necessary to check
that there is no name conflict.
Again, code transformation is used only for an implementation purpose. Those we are using, are a set of
rules which translates a class hierarchy restructured using reverse inheritance class relationship, into a hierarchy
having only normal, direct inheritance. The set of transformations deals with the functionalities discussed in
previous paragraph.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we studied a possible semantics of the factorization mechanism in the framework of reverse in-
heritance relationship including signature adaptation and matching. We did not address the impact of reverse
inheritance on some Java constructs. For example, we did not point out the semantics of the factorization
according to the modifiers of methods or attributes.
Moreover we did not describe neither the semantics nor the implementation when reverse inheritance deals
with interfaces or inner classes. Even if the analysis made in this paper is not complete, it suggests that reverse
inheritance may be an interesting approach which may improve the reusability and the evolution capabilities of
hierarchies of classes. In the near future we aim to finish the definition of the semantics and to validate it by an
implementation as a plugin of Eclipse.
Even if it is far to be our first issue, extensions of Java or more generally of any object-oriented language
with reverse inheritance may also be used in the context of the reorganization of hierarchy of classes as it has
been suggested in 1. In this case it will only play the role of a specification language.
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ABSTRACT
Conceptually there is a strong correspondence between Mathematical Reasoning and Object-Oriented techniques.
We investigate how the ideas of Method Renaming, Dynamic Inheritance and Interclassing can be used to
strengthen this relationship. A discussion is initiated concerning the feasibility of each of these features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A strong relationship has already been identified between inheritance relationships and algebraic structuring
of “pure” mathematics.1, 2 This relationship is best explored in a highly dynamic object oriented programming
language. In practice mathematicians in the course of their undergraduate studies might be exposed only (if at
all!) to one of the mainstream languages, such as Java, C++, or perhaps in the near future to C#.
This paper proposes how a mainstream language could be “smoothly” extended to embody new inheritance
relationships so as to make them accessible to a mathematical community. We discuss only Java for simplic-
ity, however the proposed additions are, in principle, valid for any mainstream language that only supports
inheritance in a manner similar to that of Java, such as C++ or C#.
The aim of the paper is to open a discussion about the feasibility of such extensions. We note that there are
basically four possible courses of implementation: 1) Adding the features to Java/C++/C# themselves (that
would imply negotiations with the responsible groups/companies); 2) Providing an “add-on” to the mainstream
language (as a library or pre-processor); 3) Developing a new language that extends the existing mainstream
language; 4) Developing a new language and educating users (universities, mathematics departments and so
forth) so as to use this language for mathematical purposes.
2. OBJECT-ORIENTATION AND MATHEMATICS
In the field of Computer Algebra there are already packages that offer support for the object-oriented paradigm.
For example, Axiom3 has type hierarchies ordered in an inheritance-like structure and similarly Mupad4 explicitly
enables the defining of child classes of existing classes as groups, fields, etc.
The author’s approach focuses on an object-oriented implementation of mathematical structures in an ax-
iomatic manner.2, 5 The philosophy therein is that postulated properties of a domain are reflected as abstract
methods. For example an algebraic ring has by definition addition and multiplication. Of course, addition and
multiplication are not known algorithmically for an arbitrary (unspecified) ring: they cannot be implemented.
Therefore the mathematical entity “algebraic ring” is implemented as an abstract base class. This design follows
the GoF6 mediator pattern : The abstract ring class is an abstract mediator whilst the elements of the ring are
the mediated colleagues.
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3. NON-STANDARD INHERITANCE
In this section we address Method Renaming, Dynamic Inheritance, and Interclassing. Each of these three
subsections is divided into the presentation of the mathematical Use Cases together with a discussion. For all
three features we provide two example Use Cases: An elementary (rather basic) example to introduce and cement
the ideas and a more advanced example to demonstrate the power of the method.
3.1. Overriding with Renaming
3.1.1. Mathematical Use Cases
A group is a set with an operation and certain properties. In a concrete situation there is often a standard
notation for the group operation. The most familiar are + for addition in an additive group and ∗ or × for
multiplication in a multiplicative group.
Similarly the composition of two endomorphisms in the ring of endomorphisms over a vector space becomes
matrix multiplication in the special case of vector spaces of finite dimension.
3.1.2. Discussion
In these two examples it becomes clear that the renaming of a certain operation after specialization is a familiar
task in mathematics. Especially the second example where composition becomes multiplication shows that
renaming is able to reflect nontrivial mathematical relationships. This is even more evident in a language that
supports operator overloading (as C++): The group operation a◦b is renamed in a concrete application as either
a · b or a+ b. A well known example can be found in cryptography: A public key/private key algorithm can be
formulated for a certain class of abelian, finite groups. The two kinds of groups that are used in practice are
(Z/nZ)∗ (a multiplicative group) and elliptic curves (additive groups). A generic approach7 dealing with both
kinds of groups needs to be supported by a renaming mechanism.
The renaming of an operation after it has been overridden is hardly a new feature in object-oriented contexts.
In Eiffel renaming is the preferred method of choice to avoid ambiguity in multiple inheritance relationships.8
Renaming also exists as a standard feature in Python.9 Adding this concept to Java would be an easy step to
improve the usability of Java within “mathematical context”. For example, C# already provides an overrides
keyword and from here it would be a comparatively small step to extend this syntax by specifying what it is that
is overridden.
3.2. Dynamic Inheritance
3.2.1. Mathematical Use Cases
Assume we start with an inheritance relationship with Field as a child class of Ring. For some rings, for example
Z/nZ, it cannot be decided by a compiler a priori if it is a field or not. (Z/nZ is a ring if and only if n is a
prime number).
In algebraic ring theory we have an even more extended inheritance hierarchy with (for example) Euclidian
Ring, Noetherian Ring, Principal Ideal Ring as classes located between (commutative) Ring and Field. For
instance if we restrict consideration to only the class of quadratic orders Z[
√
d] with d ∈ N we find Euclidian
rings and Principal Ideal Rings for various values of d.10
3.2.2. Discussion
Dynamic Inheritance is hardly a “new” feature. A C++ implementation (or rather a workaround) is already
discussed in.11 Related to this is the concept of predicate classes12 that is implemented in Cecil.13 In Self,14
the object itself can decide on its parent objects thereby giving maximum flexibility. Kniesel15 proposes a Java
extension featuring Dynamic Inheritance. Dynamic Inheritance is also supported in Lava as part of the Darwin
project.16
The most appropriate approach may well be reclassification as introduced in Fickle17: An object is related
to a Root Class (in the Use Cases the class Ring). Then it can be reclassified to each child class (called State
Classes) of this Root class. A special operator !! in Fickle reclassifies an object from one State Class to another
when both belong to the same Root Class.17
The translation of Java into Fickle described in18 may serve as a roadmap for an implementation of reclassi-
fication in Java (although it is not straightforward). For a code example that illustrates the proposed syntax of
Java reclassification see.19
3.3. Interclassing
3.3.1. Mathematical Use Cases
Assume for the moment that Euclid is a contemporary mathematician who has just discovered Euclidian division
(also known as division with remainder), and that he wants to add Euclidian division into existing mathematical
software that features a ring/field implementation as described in the previous section. The proper place for a
Euclidian Ring – a ring with Euclidian division – is between the ring and field. Not every ring is Euclidian and
every field is trivially a Euclidian ring.20
A typical, non-fictional, example taken from Functional Analysis is that of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, which
were introduced in the 1970’s as simultaneous generalizations of a number of well-known classes of function
spaces, such as Lp spaces, Hardy spaces, the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation (BMO), Lipschitz
spaces and Sobolev spaces.21 A Triebel-Lizorkin space is a specialization of a Banach function space. A more
recent example is that of so-called real Q-spaces, which are simultaneous generalizations of the space BMO and
certain other Banach function spaces.22
This “interclassing” in Mathematics is often motivated by the desire to create a unifying framework for several
known classes of mathematical objects in a certain context (as in the first of the two examples mentioned above),
or to bring existing mathematical techniques to new applications (the second example).
3.3.2. Discussion
Note that the problem of interclassing is substantially different from the problem of run-time reclassification
described earlier in section 3.2. Here, we start with a class hierarchy that may be arranged in a package and
that may not even contain any source code. We want to extend this class hierarchy by adding a class on a well
defined position in an inheritance tree. Even if the source code is available it may not be desirable to change
this code, especially if the class library is well established and the addition of the new class has an experimental
character, or is only relevant for a specialized application area.
Outside of a mathematical context, the idea of interclassing is already discussed by Rapicault and Napoli.23
Crescenzo and Lahire24 describe an implementation using the OFL model. However, in terms of pragmatic
usage OFL is inadequate as it requires de facto the learning of OFL as an additional language, namely the
understanding of the correct use of hyper-generic parameters. Also, in using hyper-generic parameters, the
developer of a library already unnecessarily restricts possible extensions.
A concept developed in LPC25 called “shadowing” may be a useful technique for the implementation of
interclassing. Essentially a shadow is a proxy-object that can be added at run-time and receives all messages
determined to the shadowed object (hence “shadowing” the “proxied” object). The concept is evaluated in more
detail in two preprints by the authors19, 26 and has been implemented in Java.27
4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
This paper describes work in progress. However a simple (in terms of usability) incorporation of Method Renam-
ing, Dynamic Inheritance, and Interclassing in a mainstream language would radically simplify the implementa-
tion of mathematical structures in a wide range of use cases, even in areas that are currently merely considered
as practically not accessible by programming (such as Functional Analysis).
The paper was motivated by disappointment with the traditional way of implementing “mathematics” within
mainstream Computer Algebra Systems and experiments using the com.perisic.ring Java package.5 However,
it seems that the question of “implementing” mathematical structures in an object oriented context is strongly
linked to (and may be dominated by) the issue of how best to represent these structures.
Moreover, it may be fruitful to discuss the problems of Method Renaming, Dynamic Inheritance and Inter-
classing independently from any implementation language in the context of the UML. Having appreciated the
usefulness of a UML representation of mathematical structures, the use cases provided in this paper may lead
to future examination of suitable extensions to UML, for instance how Reclassification should be modelled in a
Sequence Diagram etc.
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ABSTRACT
We present here some thoughts and ongoing work regarding transformations of multiple inheritance hierarchies
into single inheritance hierarchies. We follow an approach that tries to categorize multiple inheritance situ-
ations according to a semantic point of view. Different situations should be captured through diagrammatic
UML annotations that would allow to detect a given situation and hence apply the appropriate transformation,
automatically if possible.
Keywords: multiple inheritance, UML, model transformation
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple inheritance (MI) vs. single inheritance (SI) was the subject of numerous passionate discussions during
the era of the emergence of object-oriented programming languages. Those discussions have more or less come
to an end and we are left with: not so badly implemented MI languages (e.g. Eiffel and CLOS) that are scarcely
used, widespread not so well implemented MI languages (e.g. C++) or the flagship language Java (but for how
long?) with SI (and MI for interfaces).
Lately, a shift in software development process has given an increased importance to modelling, specially
through the widespread use of UML.1 Of course UML proposes MI: as opposed to programming languages,
there are no conflicts to be resolved at compile time when using MI in UML and those who believe, as we do,
that MI can be a good means of modelling existing entities can use it without caution. Furthermore, UML
proposes annotations allowing inheritance links to convey special meanings.
More recently, Model Driven Architecture (MDA)2 has proposed a framework in order to formalize the
extensive use of models during the software development process. MDA fosters the use of different models
throughout the process, the models of one phase of development being derived from the models of a previous
phase. More specifically, a Platform Independent Model (PIM) may be used to generate a Platform Specific
Model (PSM). For instance, a UML design level static model may be used to generate source code in a given
programming language. Our proposition fits into this precise scheme: how can we automate the transformation
of a MI UML class diagram into a SI class diagram, hence allowing straightforward transformation into SI
programming language?
There exist several works on the subject of MI vs. SI.3–5 In a previous project in which we participated,
two approaches have been considered that may eventually be combined. The first one may be described as
”combinatorial” and consists in defining a strategy to remove inheritance links so as to minimize the number of
properties (attributes and methods) that it is necessary to duplicate. Such a strategy can be based on a set of
metrics that allow to measure a priori the impact of the deletion of an inheritance link. A first work following
this approach has been realized6 that yielded interesting results but needs to be refined and completed in order
to be fully usable.
Another approach, which is the subject of this article, may be described as ”semantic”. The idea is to
consider that MI may appear in several typical situations that correspond to different semantics and that for
each situation there may exist several possible transformations into SI. The problem of MI to SI transformation
may therefore be decomposed as follows:
• elaborate a list of the different situations of MI and of the corresponding possible transformations into SI;
• be able to find occurences of those different situations in a class hierarchy;
• be able to apply the pertinent transformation.
The structure of inheritance is clearly not sufficient to determine a situation of MI. UML standard proposes
some annotations of inheritance and we believe that those annotations may help in spotting specific inheritance
situations but they are limited and do not allow to capture all situations. In a previous article,7 we have
proposed some extensions to those annotations in order to enhance the semantic expressiveness of inheritance
links in UML class diagrams. Furthermore, some other informations (size of classes, size of generalization set,
need of symmetry, number of inherited methods, etc.) may help to determine the best transformation to be
applied.
We first present the annotations that may be used to convey semantic inheritance information in UML class
diagrams. This is followed by a proposition of a set of MI to SI transformations that we have gathered in existing
work (and have partly adapted). Then we propose a tentative list of typical MI situations associated with one
or more pertinent transformations. We conclude by discussing our approach and its perspectives.
2. MULTIPLE INHERITANCE ANNOTATIONS
A first type of UML annotation1, 8 is the discriminator that allows one to group subclasses into clusters that
correspond to a semantic category. For instance, in Figure 1∗, class Employee is specialized according to two
criteria, :status (related to the salary payment), and :pension (vested vs unvested). Discriminators involve
a partition of the specialization links coming to a parent class: in our example this partition has two elements,
the set of the links labelled with the discriminator :status from one side, the set of the links labelled with the






{disjoint, complete} {disjoint, incomplete} 
Employee
Figure 1. Exemple of annotated multiple inheritance
A second kind of annotation existing in the UML notation appears as constraints about the extension (instance
set) of a class C and of its subclasses. We denote by E the set of the direct subclasses which are gathered by
such an annotation. Four constraints are predefined:
overlapping an instance of C can simultaneously be instance of several classes of E;
disjoint an instance of C is instance of at most one class of E;
complete elements of E are origins of links annotated by a same discriminator; any instance of C is instance
of one of the elements of E;
∗This example is borrowed from.9
incomplete the classes of E are origins of links annotated by a same discriminator; an instance of C is not
necessarily instance of one of the classes of E.
We have proposed to extend this set of annotations with the following7:
alternative the characteristics of the super classes are used alternatively as in the case of an amphibian vehicle;
concurrent (special case of overlapping for roles and states): father/husband;
successive (special case of disjoint with a temporal scheduling): chrysalis/caterpillar/butterfly, child/teenager/
adult;
exclusive (special case of disjoint for roles and states): empty/full for a stack, married/single for a person;
repeated similar to repeated inheritance in C++: a property may be inherited along several different paths
from the same indirect super class;
combined when a class is directly specialized according to several criteria denoted by discriminators, an instance
may be constrained to belong to at least one class of each discriminator;
disjoint partition conversely, an instance may be constrained to belong to only one discriminator;
implementation in numerous examples of multiple inheritance in the programming area, a class ends up
deriving from superclasses that it specializes for implementation needs.
3. INHERITANCE TRANSFORMATIONS
Figure 2 shows an initial MI situation and five possible transformations into SI.
Transformation 1 – Duplication The first transformation that may be applied is to remove one of the
inheritance links and to duplicate in the subclass all the properties that were inherited through this link. The
advantage of this solution is simplicity but duplication of code is always a bad thing regarding reuse and main-
tenance. The choice of the inheritance link to cut could be based on the number of properties that must be
duplicated: the less, the better.
Transformation 2 – Nested generalizations This transformation consists in cloning one set of classes
corresponding to a discriminator (here :discrCD) into subclasses of each class corresponding to the other dis-
criminator. This transformation may only be useful when there are few classes under the chosen discriminator
and it may be difficult to choose the discriminator to clone. Furthermore, the naming conflicts produced by the
new classes must be resolved but polymorphism is kept.
Transformation 3 – Direct link This transformation can be seen as a double duplication: both inheritance
links are cut and the properties from both superclasses (B and C) are duplicated into class E. This transformation
involves more duplication than the duplication involved in transformation 1 but allows to preserve the symmetry
of the class hierarchy if this is relevant.
Transformation 4 – Role aggregation Another solution is to transform one of the inheritance links into
an aggregation† link. Polymorphism is replaced by a delegation mechanism at the expense of the creation of a
new class A/CD and of code rewriting. In our example each method or accessor of class C should be replaced by
one with the same name in class A performing a call to the right method or accessor in class C. The choice of the
inheritance link to be replaced by delegation could be based on the amount of properties to be redefined or one
could choose the class belonging to a discriminator that is complete because such a replacement would be done
once and for all.
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Figure 2. Propositions of inheritance transformations
Transformation 5 – Class merge This transformation merges A and all its subclasses into one unique class.
Conflicting properties must be renamed and a dispatch mechanism must be implemented that uses a typing
attribute indicating the type of instances of this unique class.
Transformation – Interfaces Another transformation not depicted in the figure consists in defining a MI
interface hierarchy corresponding to the MI class hierarchy and to establish implementation links between the
class hierarchy and the implementation hierarchy.
Our ongoing work is to define a mapping between a given MI situation and one (or several) pertinent
transformations. Table 1 lists a first attempt of such a mapping. This is clearly an incomplete and debatable
table that needs completion, refinement and discussion. Let us discuss a couple of our proposals.
First, the complete annotation implies that no other classes should be added to the cluster of classes gathered
under this annotation, typically a discriminator. Therefore, in the case where there are only few classes involved,
one multiple inheritance cluster could be transformed using the nested generalization transformation. In this
case, this would not lead to a too complex diagram with a great number of classes that are not all useful. Another
case is when there is only one inheritance link that originates from a complete annotation, one could use the role
aggregation transformation with this inheritance link being replaced by the aggregation link.
The combined annotation stipulates that a subclass inherits from at least one class from each discriminator.
In the case of the alternative sub case, this argues in favor of the direct link transformation where all superclasses
are treated equally.
The implementation annotation can be viewed as a conceptual model of the interfaces of Java (*able: clone-
able, serializable, etc.) and therefore the most natural transformation consists in using interfaces to represent
multiple inheritance in that case.







complete nested generalization few classes under the chosen discriminator
and at most two discriminators
role aggregation complete = will not evolve





Table 1. MI situations and transformations
4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented here our ongoing work on MI to SI transformation based on semantic annotations of UML class
diagrams. We have so far enriched UML annotations with some new ones and determined a set of transformations.
We are currently studying the mapping between a given situation of inheritance (UML extended annotations
and other criteria) and the possible transformations that may be applied.
It is obvious that such transformations should be applied to a class hierarchy as automatically as possible.
We have realized a limited implementation of two of the transformations listed in Section 3 in UML CASE tool
Objecteering‡ using its proprietary object-oriented language J. We are wondering if this type of procedural imple-
mentation is best suited for our purposes. As inheritance transformation may be seen as model transformation,
we are considering the use of a model transformation language (such as those for which OMG is requiring for
proposals) to express both the research of MI inheritance situations and their transformations into SI.
We believe that the work we have presented here may be an incentive for the following discussion topics:
• can we reconcile multiple and single inheritance by allowing the latter to be (partially) automatically
obtained from the former?
• does this type of transformations fit into the MDA approach?
• to which extent can we classify multiple inheritance into well defined semantic categories?
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ABSTRACT
This paper explains how higher-order hierarchies can be used to handle the expression problem. The expression
problem is concerned with extending both the set of data structures and the set of operations of a given abstract
data type. A typical object-oriented design supports extending the set of data structures, and a typical functional
design supports extending the set of operations, but it is hard to support both in a smooth manner. Higher-
order hierarchies is a feature of the highly unified, mixin-based, extension-oriented kind of inheritance which is
available in the language gbeta, which is itself a language that was created by generalizing the language Beta.
Keywords: Expression problem, class composition, gbeta
1. INTRODUCTION
The expression problem has been defined as follows by Torgersen1: “Can your application be structured in such
a way that both the data model and the set of virtual operations over it can be extended without the need to
modify existing code, without the need for code repetition and without runtime type errors.”
This paper presents a new approach to the expression problem, based on the support for higher-order hi-
erarchies which is a feature of the inheritance mechanism in the language gbeta. It is very straightforward
for programmers to express the desired extensions in this style, and moreover different extensions are highly
composable.
The expression problem is about two-dimensional extensions: if an abstract datatype is modeled in an object-
oriented style by means of classes whose methods are the operations on the datatype, then it is easy to extend
the set of variants by writing another class. If the abstract datatype is modeled in the style of an SML datatype
with a set of pattern matching functions as the operations, then it is easy to extend the set of operations by
writing yet another pattern matching function. In both cases it is much harder to perform the other extension,
i.e., to add a new operation in the object-oriented style or to add a new data structure in the functional style,
in both cases because it is necessary to make changes in many existing entities rather than just writing one new
entity. Space constraints imply that the traditional forms of the expression problem cannot be presented by
detailed code examples here, but this has been done several times before.1, 2 Instead, we will proceed to describe
and discuss the new solution.
Section 2 presents the running example in terms of which our solution to the expression problem is exposed,
and gives the code for the initial design. This design is extended in Sect. 3 with a new operation, and in Sect. 4
with a new kind of data. Next, Sect. 5 shows how the two extensions may be composed and glued together.
Finally, Sect. 6 briefly discusses related work and Sect. 7 concludes.
2. THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Following the tradition in relation to the expression problem, we will focus on a compiler-oriented problem,
namely that of representing abstract syntax trees for a tiny language. The desired extensions will then correspond
to adding a new operation on the abstract syntax trees, and adding a new kind of nodes in the trees. Here is
the source code for the initial design:
1
class Lang {
virtual class Exp {
String toString() {}
}
virtual class Lit extends Exp {
int value;
Lit(int value) { this.value=value; }
String toString() { return value; }
}
virtual class Add extends Exp {
Exp left,right;








We use a syntactic style which is close to the Java programming language,3 but which is in fact just a modified
surface syntax for the language gbeta. In particular, class attributes may be virtual, which means that they
may be redefined (more precisely: further constrained) in subclasses of the enclosing class, and this is what
we will exploit in order to create the desired extensions later. Note that gbeta supports inheritance between
virtual classes; in Beta such an inheritance relation is not supported, but gbeta supports it as a result of a deep
generalization of the underlying concepts and mechanisms. This is the basis for higher-order hierarchies, which
is described in detail elsewhere.4
The class Lang contains three classes Exp, Lit, and Add, the latter two being subclasses of the first one. The
class Exp represents abstract syntax trees for expressions in the tiny language we are dealing with, and the two
other classes are the only possible forms of expressions, namely integer literals, Lit, and addition expressions,
Add. The only operation available in this basic version is toString.
3. ADDING A NEW OPERATION
We can extend the class family with a new operation in the following way (note that we need not edit the base
family):
class LangEval extends Lang {
refine class Exp {
int eval() {}
}
refine class Lit {
int eval { return value; }
}
refine class Add {




The effect of this is that we create a derived class family (a new version of Exp, Lit, and Add), each of them
created by extending the version in Lang with the new eval method. The keyword refine is used to specialize
an inherited virtual class attribute, and the semantics is that the virtual class attribute is constrained to be a
subclass of the new declaration. In other words, no matter what class Exp denotes in Lang, it will denote that
same class extended with the eval method in LangEval. Note that Add was declared to be a subclass of Exp in
Lang; such a subclass relation is maintained even when virtual classes are refined, and this means that Add in
2
LangEval is a subclass of the current value of Exp, which is then extended with a particular implementation of
the eval method.
Note that all we had to do in order to extend the entire family with a new operation was to declare which
classes should be extended with the new method (refine..), and then declare the method. If Lit and Add could
have used an implementation of eval written in Exp then we could have written just that single new method in a
refinement of Exp, and all subclasses (in this case: Lit and Add) would have inherited the new method without
any need to mention them explicitly. This is again because the declared inheritance relations are automatically
maintained.
4. ADDING A NEW DATA STRUCTURE
Extending the class family with a new member is also easy:
class LangNeg extends Lang {
virtual class Neg extends Exp {
Neg(Exp exp) { this.exp=exp; }





Here we create a new class family whose members have the same structure as in Lang (because there are no
refine declarations), but a new family member is added, namely Neg which represents the unary negation
operator. As before, there is no need to edit Lang in order to create this extension of it, and the new extended
version of Lang is created simply by describing the delta—in this case the class to add to the family. Note,
however, that the new family member is declared to be a subclass of Exp. This means that extensions to Exp
will also added to Neg, as we shall see in the next section.
5. COMPOSING BOTH EXTENSIONS
It is possible to use the two extensions together, by composing the two class families created in Sect. 3 and 4. In
gbeta, class composition is supported by means of the ‘&’ operator, but since this character is already used for
other purposes in Java syntax we will use the (non-ASCII) symbol ⊕ to play this role. The class families may
then be combined in the following manner:
class LangNegEval extends LangEval ⊕ LangNeg {
refine class Neg {




It is trivial to compose the two class families, producing a new family which contains the base material from
Lang as well as the added Neg class from LangNeg and the added eval method from LangEval. To do this, we
can just use LangEval⊕ LangNeg. However, we need to add a little bit of glue code to this combination, because
LangEval does not know about the class Neg and LangNeg does not know about the method eval, and the result
is that the implementation of eval for the class Neg is non-existent. This might be fine since Neg does in fact
inherit eval from Exp in context of the combined family, but the implementation in eval in Exp is not suitable
for Neg, so we have to add an implementation of eval specifically for Neg. This extension is achieved by the
body of class LangNegEval above.
Note that it is not a problem with the expressive power of the language that forces us to write this glue
code, it is a problem which is inherent in the combination of independent extensions. We could never expect the
independently added method and the independently added class to match up in such a way that the combina-
tion of the extensions would know how to implement the new method for the new class—this is inherently an
application domain dependent problem, which must be solved by a programmer who writes the missing method.
3
6. RELATED WORK
Krishnamurthi et al.2 describe an extension of the visitor pattern with factory methods is used to ensure new
datatypes can be added while maintaining consistency. Adding new operations is easy when using the visitor
pattern, so this establishes a two-dimensional extensibility. However, it leads to significantly more complex
programs than what we have shown in this paper, it does not support smooth composition of independent
extensions, it is not well-integrated in the type system (it uses explicit type casts), and it does not support
type-safe polymorphic usage of complete families of classes, also known as family polymorphism.
Torgersen1 describes a number of visitor based approaches, with a similar level of complexity as in the previous
approach and also without family polymorphism or extension composition, but it removes the need for dynamic
casts. Moreover, in this case there is a feature which is not available in the approach we have shown: it is, under
certain circumstances, possible to mix objects belonging to different families. E.g., an expression may contain
nodes from the basic family (without negation), and this expression could then be used as the subtree of a Neg
node.
Zenger and Odersky5 describe how Scala is used to express two different families of solutions to the expression
problem which are capable of combining independently added extensions. Two extensions adding datastructures
are combined, and two extensions adding operations are combined—and it is not clear whether two extensions
can be combined (and glued) if one of them adds a datastructure and the other one adds an operation. Scala
uses some constructs similar to virtual types (it supports abstract type members in objects), and it is more
theoretically well-analyzed but a little less expressive than gbeta. In particular, the example programs are more
complex than the ones we have shown here, because Scala does not support propagating combination and
consequently the combination of nested type members must be spelled out manually.
7. CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach to the expression problem based on higher-order hierarchies. Using this approach,
the expression problem becomes a small matter of writing the classes and/or methods which need to be added
to a given class family, and it is even possible to combine independent extensions and add the missing glue. We
believe that this is the smoothest known type-safe approach to the expression problem.
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Java with Traits —
Improving Opportunities for Reuse
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ABSTRACT
The Java language includes features that present significant barriers to reuse; in practice, programmers have no
choice but to copy and paste code that is not accessible via inheritance. Traits improve code-sharing in Smalltalk
by providing a means to reuse such behavior, and we claim that a similar mechanism for Java would overcome
not just the lack of multiple inheritance but Java’s other barriers to reuse as well, including the use of private,
final and synchronized qualifiers. In support of our claim we present the initial findings of a case study of Java
Swing, a large production-quality library, showing how we isolated pieces of duplicated code that could not be
eliminated by conventional means and how traits could be used to eliminate them.
Keywords: Reuse, Traits, Java, Code Duplication, Java Swing
1. JAVA’S BARRIERS TO REUSE
Four features of Java are responsible for significant code duplication in the Java Foundation Classes (JFC).
1. Lack of Multiple Inheritance of Implementation. With Java interfaces we can group classes in
different hierarchies by the protocols they support, effectively enabling multiple inheritance of type. This
allows clients to treat objects with a shared protocol uniformly, irrespective of their representation. While
this promotes flexibility and a generic style of programming, it does nothing to address reuse: in many
cases, classes that share protocols would also like to share aspects of their implementations. As a concrete
example, take the PrintStream and Printwriter classes from the java.io package. Both support a uniform
printing protocol (print(boolean), print(int), print(long), and so on) and identical implementations for twelve
methods. While the shared protocol can be reflected by an interface, Java has no feature to abstract out
and share the implementation because PrintStream and Printwriter both subclass classes in which printing is
not appropriate (FilterOutputStream and Writer, respectively).
2. Inaccessible Private Inner Classes. Inner classes are a useful mechanism for grouping related classes
and for codifying “friend” relationships between classes. Their use is especially common in GUI applications
where they provide a convenient means for implementing call-backs and adapters. Unfortunately, inner
classes are also very difficult to reuse because the conventional wisdom is to make them private to negate
the security risk that they introduce∗. An example of this phenomenon can be seen in the java.util.concurrent
package where the FutureTask and ScheduledExecutor classes define identical, but non-reusable, private inner
ListIterator classes.
Send correspondence to: philipq@cse.ogi.edu (Philip Quitslund) or black@cse.ogi.edu (Andrew Black).
∗The JVM does not support inner classes directly. Instead they are compiled into separate classes that gain access to
their containing class’s fields and methods via compiler-generated accessor methods. Effectively this promotes methods
and fields to public that might otherwise be private. Although the accessors are “hidden” behind mangled names, a
malicious programmer could craft bytecode that violates their intended encapsulation policies.
3. Non-Extensible Final Classes. Making a class final ensures that it cannot be subtyped (it might
also improve performance). Because Java equates subtyping and subclassing, final restrictions also block
opportunities for reuse. A canonical example is Java’s representation of strings in java.lang. To ensure the
proper functioning of the interpreter and compiler, which depend on its concrete implementation, the class
String is declared final to prevent programmers from substituting subtypes that break its semantic contract.
To reuse String’s implementation one is forced to copy and paste (as in java.lang.AbstractStringBuilder, where
parts of String’s indexing behavior are duplicated).
4. Synchronized Variations. In some cases, a basic concurrent version of a class can be obtained by adding
the synchronized modifier to the critical methods. Such is the case with Vector (synchronized) and ArrayList
(unsynchronized) in java.util which could share, with a little refactoring, at least fourteen method bodies if
we could selectively introduce synchronization.
2. WHAT ARE TRAITS?
Traits1 are a mechanism for code reuse that complements single inheritance. Traits, like classes, are containers for
methods. But, unlike classes, traits have no fields. Traits, like abstract classes, cannot be instantiated directly;
instead, they are composed into classes (which are instantiable). A class ColorPoint might be composed of traits
TColor and TPoint and other bits (like state, for example), which means that ColorPoint will have the methods
defined in TColor and TPoint. Because method names might conflict, composition can be selective, allowing for
the removal and renaming of composed methods. Thus, if TColor and TPoint both define an equal method, we
can exclude either implementation or alias one or both with another name. If the conflict is left unresolved, the
composition includes neither trait method but instead includes a special stub method indicating an unresolved
conflict. To use this trait, the programmer must explicitly disambiguate the conflict by exclusion or by defining
an overriding method in the client class.
Commonly, traits refer to methods that they do not themselves define. Traits that do not define all the
methods they call are said to require these methods. A comparable trait, for example, might define comparison
methods (<=, >=, ∼=, min, max, and so on) in terms of the < and = operations that it requires (see Figure 1).






















   self < anObject
      ifTrue: [^ self ]
      ifFalse: [^ anObject]
1
Figure 1. Trait TComparable provides ∼=, <, >, and so on (the methods on the left) and requires < and = (on the
right). Provided methods can be implemented in terms of required ones as in the definition of min: ( 1©).
2.1. Extending Traits for Java
In seeking to adapt the ideas behind traits to the Java language, we must consider several issues that do not
arise with Smalltalk. Most obviously, Java methods and constructors frequently refer to their enclosing class by
name, so it is necessary to provide a mechanism (e.g., a thisclass keyword) that trait methods can use to abstract
away from any specific named class. Beyond this, the need to declare types for local variables and parameters
in methods may make methods from traits less reusable than they would be if they could be typed generically.
In addition, we must consider features like nested classes, visibility modifiers (public, private, protected) and other
modifiers such as final, synchronized, and native. Which of these features merit first-class treatment?
We believe that a simple extension of the trait composition clause, not unlike the the aliasing mechanism
of Smalltalk traits, will be sufficient to resolve the code duplication problems found in the JFC. In Smalltalk
traits, an alias expression such as TEnumerable @(map→collect) denotes a trait like TEnumerable except that it also
contains an additional method callen map whose implementation is the same as that defined for collect. A similar
mechanism can be used to adjust the modifiers on trait methods when they are incorporated into another trait
or class. Unlike the alias mechanism, which simply adds a new name for an existing method, a modification
mechanism would need to hide the old version of the method, and introduce a new one with the modified
property (see Figure 2 for a possible syntax). If clients could add declaration modifiers when using methods
defined in traits, the difficulties introduced by final classes and synchronization modifiers could be sidestepped.
Such a mechanism would allow the same methods to be reused in final and non-final and synchronized and
un-synchronized settings. Inner classes, though a bit more complex, could be made shareable in a similar way.
c l a s s MySynchron izedVector uses TVector@ {∗ as synchron ized ; } { // . . . }
Figure 2. A synchronized Vector variation declared using a pattern-matching scheme like that employed in AspectJ’s
pointcut language.2 The @ operator indicates an alias operation and the wildcard matches all of TVector’s methods.
3. A CASE STUDY: CODE DUPLICATION IN JAVA SWING
The Java Foundation Class (JFC) libraries are flush with examples of code duplication that cannot be eliminated
by single inheritance. To provide more than anecdotal support for the value of traits we sought to quantify just
how much duplication there can be in production systems. To evaluate how traits might improve code-sharing
in the wild, we looked at Java Swing, a library of cross-platform GUI components provided with the Java
distribution. We focused on duplication that seems to result from the restricted power of single inheritance. We
chose Swing because it is production quality and quite large—in the JDK 1.5.0,3 Swing consists of 605 top-level
classes/interfaces and over 290 thousand lines of (commented) code. We obtained a conservative estimate of
code duplication in Swing by using the freely available CPD (“Copy Paste Detector”) tool,4, 5 which employs
the fast (but na¨ıve) Karp-Rabin string-matching algorithm.6 CPD detected over 15 thousand duplicated lines
across 231 classes, accounting for 5 percent of the source and 38 percent of Swing’s classes.
Surprisingly, some of this duplication might be eliminated using standard features of Java, without the need
for traits. That is, if classes C1 and C2 contain duplicated methods and also share a direct superclass, then the
duplicated methods could possibly be raised to the shared superclass or put in an intermediate shared abstract
superclass. Similarly, if code is multiply defined in a class and its superclass, then the copy in the subclass can
be eliminated.
Candidates for traits are those cases where the classes sharing the behavior do not share an immediate
superclass. Here the feasibility of removing the duplication with inheritance depends on how far the classes
containing the duplication are below their lowest shared superclass—a metric we will call inheritance depth.
We define the inheritance depth to be the sum of the distances between two compared classes and their shared
superclass. Figure 3 shows three scenarios: if code is duplicated in a class and its superclass, then we say the
depth is one (case a), if it is in classes that share an immediate superclass, then we say the depth is two (case
b), and if one of two sibling classes is separated from the shared superclass by another class, then we say the
depth is three (case c). The smaller the inheritance depth, the easier it is to remove the duplicated method.
The duplicated paint method is trivial to remove in (a), straightforward in (b) but tricky in (c). The danger in
putting paint in D3 is that it may not be appropriate there or in C5 which inherits it — here code is shared at
the expense of understandability. This phenomenon has been described as putting behavior “too high” 7 and is
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Figure 3. Duplicated methods and relative inheritance depths. Notice that depths can be represented as pairs that
describe the shape of of the hierarchy. This helps differentiate between different hierarchies that share the same depth.
For instance, the two distinct hierarchies that have depth 3 can represented by the pairs 〈3 ·0〉 and 〈2 ·1〉 (or its equivalent,
〈1 · 2〉).
3.1. Results
To get a sense for how much of Swing’s duplication is too deep to eliminate by single inheritance, we measured
inheritance depths for 127 shared fragments accounting for over two thirds of the duplicated code. Of these cases
we were surprised to find 58 where the code was duplicated within the same class or in an immediate superclass
(case a) and 32 in sibling classes with a shared superclass (case b). Clearly duplication in Swing could be much
reduced by traditional refactoring! The remaining 37 instances (or 29 percent) are prime candidates for traits.
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Duplication in Swing
lines:                290,704
duplicates:       15,199   (5%)
classes:                    605
w/duplication:      231 (38%)
lines analyzed:            11,541
candidates for traits:      29%
depth
occurrences
Figure 4. Distribution of inheritance depths in candidates for refactoring in Swing. For brevity, enclosing brackets are
excluded from the depth pairs in the histogram. Thus, 2 · 1 in the first column should be interpreted as the pair 〈2 · 1〉.
4. CONCLUSION
Smalltalk traits greatly reduce the need to copy and paste by providing a means to reuse behavior that is
entirely separate from inheritance. In addition to lacking multiple inheritance, Java has other features that limit
code-sharing. We believe that a well-designed mechanism for traits in Java could help us to overcome several of
these obstacles. A na¨ıve analysis of Swing detected 5 percent code duplication, of which at least 29 percent can
be eliminated with traits but not by single inheritance. However, this is just the beginning. The CPD string-
matching approach to finding duplication is extremely conservative and a more sophisticated algorithm would
doubtless find more duplication. Moreover, code duplication says nothing of logic duplication. Our informal
study of the JFC indicates that there is a great deal of logic duplication that is not detectable by such methods.
Finally, it is worth noting that we only sought the most obvious opportunities to refactor to traits in looking
for code that cannot be shared because single inheritance is insufficiently expressive. We believe that Java’s
other barriers to reuse (listed in Section 1) are responsible for a good deal more duplication, which traits could
eliminate.
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ABSTRACT
In many situations, one faces the need for integrating a set of conceptual hierarchies that represent parts of the
same domain. The target structure of the integration is a unique conceptual hierarchy that embeds at least the
total of the knowledge encoded in the initial ones. The key issues to address here are the discovery of higher-level
abstractions on top of the existing concepts and the resolution of naming conflicts among these. Formal concepts
analysis (FCA) is a mathematical approach toward abstracting from attribute-based object descriptions which
has been recently extended to fit relational descriptions thus giving rise to the relational concept analysis (RCA)
framework. Building up on RCA, our integration approach amounts to encoding the initial hierarchies into set
of binary tables, one for each component category, e.g., classes, associations, etc., and subsequently constructing,
querying and reorganizing the corresponding abstraction hierarchies until a unique satisfactory hierarchy is
obtained. This paper puts the emphasis on the mechanisms of discovering new abstractions and exporting them
between the abstraction hierarchies of related component categories. The impact of naming conflicts within the
RCA process is discussed as well. The paper uses UML as description language for conceptual hierarchies.
Keywords: Hierarchy integration, formal concept analysis, abstraction, naming conflict resolution.
1. MOTIVATION
Specialization hierarchies embody the knowledge about a particular domain expressed by means of concepts,
concept features and inter-concept relationships (general kind relationships, composition, aggregation, etc.).
The design of such hierarchies is known to be a hard-to-automate problem, even in the cases where the ground
set of objects/classes is given and the goal is simply to organize them into a meaningful structure. Consequently,
most methods that support the hierarchy design task apply some inductive techniques in a semi-automated or
interactive mode.
We focus here on the integration of specialization hierarchies. In fact, the need for merging two or more
existing specialization hierarchies into a unique global one that encodes at least the initial hierarchical knowledge
occurs in many practical situations. Thus, in database design, it is known as schema integration,1 in knowledge
engineering as ontology merge,2 in software modeling as model integration3(e.g., assembly of subjects or aspect
inter-weaving), etc. Whatever the name given and the domain-specific constraints, the integration of hierarchies
basically consists in assembling a set of potentially incomplete views on the same reality.
Yet the assembly is more than a mere juxtaposition of hierarchies as parts of these may overlap whereas
overlapping between concepts of different hierarchies may remain partial, thus suggesting these are the variants
of a more general concept. To sum up, integration requires the detection of overlapping parts of the initial
hierarchies whereby some of the corresponding elements, i.e., concepts, relationships, properties, etc., stemming
from different hierarchies will be directly recognized as identical whereas, others, although similar, will rather
give rise to abstractions that have not been discovered beforehand.
In this paper, we discuss the automated support for the integration process which remains manual in its
very nature. Indeed, identity recognition for elements of different hierarchies is ultimately up to the designer’s
judgment as concept naming is prone to errors and ambiguity, e.g., the same domain element may be given
different, yet synonymous, names in different hierarchies. Moreover, the choice of the “interesting” abstractions
among the set of all plausible ones is hardly automated. We sketch an approach for hierarchy integration that
relies on abstraction mechanisms from the formal concept analysis (FCA)4 field. FCA turns a binary (individuals
(rouanehm,valtchev,sahraouh)@iro.umontreal.ca, huchard@lirmm.fr
x properties) table into a complete lattice made up of pairs of closed sets. To cover more sophisticated concept
descriptions, a version of FCA is used that feeds inter-individual relations into the generalization process. In our
framework, mechanisms detecting regularities in individual/property co-occurrences and in the lattice structure
are relied on to spot potential naming conflicts.
2. INTEGRATION CHALLENGES
In the remainder of the paper, we consider hierarchies described in UML.5 Using the underlying terminology,
abstractions represent generic domain concepts and are obtained by factorizing the shared specifications of classes
or associations.
Figure 1 shows two class diagrams pertaining to strict subsets of the banking domain, i.e., the bank account
sub-domain (henceforth identified by BA) and credit card sub-domain (CCA). Please notice that there is a
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Figure 1. Left:Bank account sub-domain model. Right: Credit card sub-domain model.
When only a sub-domain is focused on, then obviously, the possibilities of identifying the appropriate generic
concepts are limited. In particular, concepts transcending the sub-domain boundaries would be overlooked. For
instance, although both hierarchies in Figure 1 are faithful representations of the underlying sub-domains, none
of them identifies the general concept of account that would factor the specifications of CreditCardAccount and
(check) Account (see class Account in Figure 6). These can only be discovered when the appropriate sub-domain
hierarchies are put side-by-side.
Consequently, a clever integration approach should look for all the ’hidden’ domain abstractions that cross
the local hierarchy boundaries. As we shall show it in the following paragraphs, mathematical tools exist that,
provided an appropriate encoding is performed beforehand, deliver the set of all potentially useful abstractions
over a set of concrete entities.
There is yet another difficulty integration has to face which is due to the overlapping of some hierarchies.
Indeed, restricted views and insufficient synchronization may cause mismatches in the naming of domain elements
that happen to appear in several sub-domains, as the cas of the Client/Hold r class s suggests. Indeed, both
Client and (card) Holder seem to reflect the same reality, i.e., bank customers whose only differentiation, except
for naming, lays in the sort of banking products they possess. Hence, and despite the diverging class names, these
classes should be merged i the global hierarchy (see Figure 6). In contrast, the pair of Feature classes, although
identically named, rather translate variations of a hypothetic Feature entity. Again, the name (mis)match is due
to the limited view in both local hierarchies: the lack of intra-hierarchy variation prevented the identification of
the generic class Feature whose absence prompted its local variants (subclasses) to be named identically. It is
noteworthy that in both above cases of misleading naming, the specification of the compared entities, i.e,, the
list of attributes, is a strong indicator of whether these are identical or not: while both Feature classes share
only a subset of their properties, the description of Client and Holder match perfectly. In fact, integration is
also a reconciliation activity on two inherently incomplete, i.e., partial, views on the same reality.
In the next section we present a domain that studies the construction of conceptual hierarchies from obser-
vation from a mathematical point of view and therefore provides a formal framework for the abstraction activity
that is considered here.
3. FCA-BASED INTEGRATION
3.1. FCA basics
A context K = (O,A, I) is given where O is a finite set of formal objects, A is a finite set of formal attributes
and I ⊆ O × A is a binary relation between these sets, saying that the object o ∈ O has the attribute a ∈ A













































































































































































BA-Account X X X X
Client X X X
BA-Features X X X X X
BA-Operation X X X
CCA-Account X X X X X
CCA-Operation X X X
CCA-Features X X X X
Holder X X X
Table 1. Binary context K0class. Formal objects are UML classes and formal attributes are their variables.
Table 1 represents a context drawn from Figure 1. The image of an object set X ∈ O is defined by:
X ′ = {a ∈ A | ∀o ∈ O : (o, a) ∈ I} and dually the image of an attribute set Y ∈ A is defined by: Y ′ = {o ∈
O | ∀a ∈ A : (o, a) ∈ I}. For example within Table 1, {BA-Account, CCA-Account}′ = {balance} and {withDrawLimit}′ =
{BA-Features, CCA-Features}. A (formal) concept in K is a pair (X,Y ) ∈ P(O)×P(A) for which X = Y ′ and Y = X ′
where X is called the extent and Y the intent. The set C of all concepts provided with an order relation based
on extent inclusion, say L, is a complete lattice. The lattice drawn from the context of Table 1 is shown in
Figure 2 on the right. As many practical applications involve non-binary data, many-valued contexts have been
introduced in FCA. In such a context K = (O,A, V, J), an object o is described by a set of attribute value pairs
(a, v), meaning that J is a ternary relation that binds the objects from O, the attributes from A and the values
from V (see table presented on the left-hand side of Figure 2). The construction of a lattice for K requires a
pre-processing step, called conceptual scaling ,4 that derives a binary context out of K.
3.2. FCA-based hierarchy analysis
FCA has been successfully applied to class hierarchy design and maintenance6 with contexts drawn from sets
of existing classes by encoding classes and class members as formal objects and attributes, respectively. The
resulting conceptual lattice was interpreted as a surrogate hierarchy where formal concepts represent (abstract)
software classes and order in the lattice as specialization.
Recently, Huchard et al.7 proposed an extension of the basic FCA mechanisms, called relational concept
analysis (RCA), that allows links among formal objects to be fed into the lattice construction in order to abstract
from those links higher order inter-concept relations similar to UML associations. RCA uses a compound data
out-assoc in-assoc






CCA-Account {CCA-Owns, CCA-Has, Supports}
Holder CCA-Owns
Figure 2. Left: Relational variables in Kclass. Right: The lattice L0class.
format, called relational context family (RCF), including a set of formal contexts and a set of inter-object relations
(translated to relational attributes for computational reasons). Each context, called relational context, describes
a separate sort of domain entities as formal objects, while relations connect entities from (possibly) separate
contexts. An encoding of a UML class diagram maps classes and associations to separate contexts of the RCF
and the class - association relations to dedicated relational attributes in both contexts (e.g., in-association,
target-class, etc.). An innovative feature of RCA is the inference of relational abstractions connecting formal
concepts from links between formal objects, following a tight analogy to the Entity-Relationship data model. In
our UML encoding, this means that the intent of a formal concept over the class context may include a relational
attribute ”pointing at” a formal concept of the associations context, which abstracts from existing links between
the corresponding formal objects of class and association type.
The production of inter-concept relations is integrated into the overall lattice construction step by means
of relational scaling mechanism.8 RCA uses an iterative lattice construction mechanism that processes all the
contexts of a family simultaneously. The construction alternates relational scaling and lattice construction tasks.
Thus, each lattice gets more detailed along subsequent iterations (since new concepts are added while the old
ones remain) whereas the global construction halts whenever a particular step yields no new concept.
Figure 2, on the left, presents a relational context extracted from the UML diagrams given in Figure 1 in a
way that will be presented later on. RCA uses an iterative lattice construction method that processes all the
contexts of a family simultaneously by means of relational scaling mechanism which encodes relational attributes
into binary ones. Figure 3 presents the lattice of the context obtained by concatenating Table 1 and table shown
in the left hand-side of Figure 2.
3.3. Naming conflicts resolution
A set of hierarchical elements may overlap either on their names or on their descriptions (including properties and
links to other elements). Both these aspects of an element are to be seen as “proxies” for the denotation behind
the element, i.e., the domain entity it represents, which is not necessarily available for a hypothetical automated
tool. Indeed, although providing some rigor and a lot of structure, plain UML models, as other hierarchy
description languages, are basically natural-language-bound and therefore potentially ambiguous. Obviously,
a strong match in both name and description is a good indication for elements representing the same reality.
Overlap in only one aspect is trickier case as it may be the sign, except for imprecise modeling, of complex
linguistics phenomena intervening such as synonymous (same entity, different names, e.g., Client/Holder) or
polysemous (same name, different entities, e.g., the Feature classes).
These problems have been addressed in the database schema integration field and it is usually suggested
that name conflicts be resolved through name normalization based on linguistic resources such as electronic
dictionaries or specialized domain ontologies. Of course, neither is the linguistic-knowledge based approach
universally applicable, nor is it possible to solve all conflicts by an automated tool. Therefore, a more realistic
agenda for an integration tool could be to detect the suspect areas in the global hierarchy where effective/potential
name conflicts reside. FCA offers mechanisms for the detection of typical and exceptional patterns of co-
occurrence of formal objects/attributes called implication rules.9 These can be used to detect discrepancies
between descriptions of elements, i.e., mainly classes and associations, having same or close names that may hide
a conflict. Structural properties of the lattice and mutual position of those elements within it could be further
explored to the same end.
More sophisticated tools could even suggest, for a given pair of elements, the impact of a particular action
on them, e.g., merge, creation of a dedicated generalization, split into thinner elements, etc., to the remaining
lattice and hence the final hierarchy. Finally, a more extensive and fully manual approach towards name conflict
resolution could be based on the attribute exploration10 mechanism which is basically a knowledge acquisition
method assisted by a automated tool asking questions to the expert designer. The tool guides the hierarchy
designer to the discovery of a minimal set of implications that represent the entire domain while minimizing the
number of questions. It is noteworthy that the above mentioned FCA tools such as implication extraction and
attribute exploration are yet to be extended to the relational data descriptions that are used here.
Figure 3. Relational lattice L1class.
3.4. Description of the approach
The global scenario of integration includes three main stages: encoding, abstraction and reverse encoding. During
the encoding stage, the initial hierarchies are transformed into a unique RCF where each context correspond to
a sort of objects in the UML meta-model, i.e., classes, associations, methods and variables. Here we limit our
considerations to classes and associations. Moreover, the incidences between meta-objects are translated into
relational attributes in the RCF, e.g., the attribute target-class in Table 2. The encoding of the entire running
example is jointly represented by Tables 1 and 2, together with the left-hand side of Figure 2. The resolution
of some naming conflicts takes place at this step, in particular conflicts in attribute/method names, which are
often less ambiguous than the class or association ones.
At the abstraction stage, a set of inter-related concept hierarchies are constructed on top of the global RCF.11
The global hierarchy construction starts by processing only the non-relational part of context attributes. Next,
name s-mult t-mult nav source-class target-class
Allows allows 1 0..N st BA-Account BA-Operation
BA-Owns ba-owns 1..N 1 st BA-Account Client
BA-Has ba-has 0..N 1 st BA-Account BA-Features
CCA-Owns cca-owns 1..N 1 st CCA-Account Holder
CCA-Has cca-has 0..N 1 st CCA-Account CCA-Features
Supports supports 1 0..N st CCA-Account CCA-Operation
Table 2. Context Kassoc of associations.
the process iterates between construction and scaling of relational attributes in the RCF until a fixed point is
reached, i.e., isomorphism between lattices at step i+1 and their counterparts at step i. Relational scaling turns
each object-valued attribute into a set of binary ones each of whom represents a concept from the conceptual
hierarchy of the underlying context. For a relational attribute α that is scaled along an existing lattice on its
range context, the resulting scale attributes will have the form α-l#j#i-c#k where j is the context number
(here 1 stands for classes and 2 for associations), i refers to the step of the iterative construction process and
k is the concept index in Lij . For instance, as the values of target-class in Kassoc are objects in Kclass (see
Table 2), the attributes of the scale context Ktarget−class correspond to concepts from L0class (see Figure 4 on
the left). They are used to compute the relational extension of K1assoc along the link target-class (see the
tc-l10-cX attribute in Figure 4 on the right). Figures 3 and 5 show the final hierarchy derived from the class










































































BA-Features X X X
BA-Operation X X X
CCA-Features X X X












































































Allows X X X
BA-Owns X X
BA-Has X X X
CCA-Owns X X
CCA-Has X X X
Supports X X X
Figure 4. Left: Scale context Ktarget−class. Right: Relational extension of K1assoc through Ktarget−class.
diagram (see Figure 6). The process starts with an initial set of class concepts and examines iteratively both
lattices following inter-concept relational attributes to figure out the appropriate associations. Initial class set
includes all the object-concepts which represent existing local classes and some of the attribute-concepts in Lnclass
which means the GSH of Lnclass is the focus. However, concepts with exclusively relational scale attributes in
their intents are left aside at this step as they represent potential classes of high generality level. In our running
example, the object-concepts in L1class are as follows (corresponding classes in Figure 6 given in brackets):
#3 (BA-Account), #16 (BA-Features), #11 (BA-Transaction), #4 (CCA-Account), #18 (CCA-Features), #15
(CCA-Transaction), #17, #19. The concepts #17 and #19 are discarded as they hold only links in their intents.
The attribute-concepts in L1class are also considered: #1 (Account), #7 (Transaction), #12 (Feature), and
#14 (Holder) are kept while the remaining concepts such as #2 and #5 are ignored. The selected concepts, once
assigned a name each, constitute a first draft of the global UML model. The next step consists in detecting the
appropriate associations from the relational information in the retained class concepts. According to our forward
encoding, concepts from Kclass have incoming and outgoing links to concepts from Kassoc. Moreover, as these
links play symmetrical role, tracking one of them is enough. The scale attributes of the incoming link in each
selected concept (prefix in) are examined and only those corresponding to a minimum of the related concept
set are kept for association computation. For example, the concept #7 in L1class which corresponds to the class
Transaction has two such attributes in-l21-c0 and in-l21-c2 hence potentially two incoming associations.
Figure 5. Relational lattice L1assoc.
However, the concepts #0 (in-l21-c0) is a parent of #2 (in-l21-c2) in L1assoc and thus the unique incoming
association for Transaction is described by #2. The latter has two source class attributes, sc-l10-c0 and
sc-l10-c1, whereby the corresponding concepts in L0class, i.e., #0 and #1, satisfy #1 ≤ #0. Thus, the source
class is #1 which corresponds to the super-concept of the object-concepts for both account classes, i.e., the class
Account in our interpretation. As the target of the new association is known to be Transaction, the exploration
of the relations between L1class and L1assoc continues with another class concept. Figure 6 shows the result of the
integration process. Clearly, interesting abstractions have been discovered: Account generalizes both sorts of
accounts and Transaction the respective operations on them, Holder become the generic account owner after
discarding the Owner class as independent one. A new associations have been found as well, i.e., Supports which
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Figure 6. Global UML model.
4. RESEARCH AVENUES
We addressed the integration of a set of UML class diagrams into a global one as an instance of the generic
hierarchy integration problem. The underlying challenges amount to abstracting new and previously unknown
concepts and properly match overlapping parts of the hierarchies. We suggested a RCA-based framework for
integration where concepts and relations are organized in a separate but mutually related abstraction hierarchies,
the concept lattices. The core abstraction process is highly complex while the gap between a conceptual hierarchy
and its encoding in terms of a RCF requires an effective set of tools that facilitate the back and forth navigation.
Our focus in future steps will be on increasing the precision of the mapping from a hierarchy to a RCF and
on the design of effective tools for naming conflict detection and on-line adaptive restructuring of the hierarchies.
A possible approach would be to assess term “similarity” using a lexical database as in.12 Moreover, we shall
look at interactive simplification (pruning) of the obtained hierarchies and at increasing the automation of the
identification of relevant classes and associations as starting point for the reverse-encoding of the global hierarchy.
Finally, studying practical cases to assess the quality of the integrated hierarchies.
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Domain Modeling in Self Yields Warped Hierarchies
Ellen Van Paesschen - Wolfgang De Meuter - Theo D’Hondt
Programming Technology Laboratory, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussel, Belgium
ABSTRACT
Domain modeling can result in a hierarchical set-up in which the modeled entities follow the standard hierarchical
taxonomies while the proper execution of the corresponding code demands the reversed hierarchy. Modeling roles
and the identity problem are typical cases of these ”warped” hierarchies, which are difficult to implement in class-
based languages. In the prototype-based language Self, entities are modeled into hierarchies of traits, supporting
multiple inheritance, dynamic parent sharing and copy-down techniques. This powerful cocktail of features allows
building warped hierarchies in a straightforward and natural manner.
Keywords: Prototypes, multiple inheritance, dynamic delegation, traits, parent sharing, roles
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of Simula, object-oriented languages are promoted as programming languages that facilitate
modeling the real world and make it possible to create taxonomies from the entities that surround us. Indeed,
many aspects of a problem domain are easily modeled in object-oriented languages: usually, the modeled entities
correspond to an object or a class and taxonomies of entities give rise to class-hierarchies. This way of thinking
is pretty straightforwardly applied in a prototype-based language like Self as well. The only difference is that
one will replace classes and their hierarchies by traits objects and their hierarchies.
Nevertheless, there exists a significant hiatus in this story. During such a modeling process in Self, we
experienced a number of occasions where this straight-forwarded approach gives rise to a hierarchical set-up in
which the entities follow the standard hierarchical taxonomies but in which the corresponding code demands
exactly the reverse version of this hierarchy. We discovered the existence of such warped hierarchies while doing
role modeling, an activity which is known to be far from easy in a class-based language.4 They also showed up
in relation to fundamental and philosophical shortcomings: e.g. a mathematician would consider a circle as a
special kind of ellipse, where both axes are equal, while an object-oriented modeler would rather define an ellipse
as a descendant of circle.
Warped hierarchies cannot be implemented in class-based languages. However, this is perfectly feasible in
Self, thanks to multiple inheritance, parent sharing and copy-down techniques. We will illustrate this using the
circles/ellipses example and the role modeling case.
2. PROTOTYPE-BASED LANGUAGES
2.1. In General
In general, prototype-based languages (PBLs) can be considered object-oriented languages without classes. The
most interesting feautures of a PBL are creation ex nihilo, cloning, dynamic inheritance modification, delegation
with late binding of self, dynamic parent modification, and traits objects∗. Many PBLs have been designed in
research labs. Examples are Self,7 Agora,2 Kevo9 and NewtonScript.8 A taxonomy can be found in.3 We will
elaborate on the PBL Self, since it is a textbook example of a PBL and moreover, includes a mature programming
environment.
Send e-mail correspondence to {evpaessc,wdmeuter,tjdhondt}@vub.ac.be
∗To avoid copying behavior every time an object is cloned, the SELF-group11 introduced traits objects: storing the
shared behavior in an object and let the cloned objects inherit from it, i.e. a kind of class-based programming in a PBL
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2.2. Self
Self is closely related to the syntax and semantics of Smalltalk5 but Self has no classes. Objects in Self are
created ex-nihilo by putting slot names (together with a possible initial filler value for that slot) between vertical
bars, separated by dots. The following code, for example, creates an ex-nihilo myPoint† object:
myPoint: (|parent* = traits clonable. x <- 3. y <- 4.
addPoint: point = ((copy x: x + point x)
y: y + point y)|)
Self visualizes its objects with outliners, cfr. figure 1. A slot marked with an asterisk is a parent slot and makes
Figure 1. The self-contained myPoint object combines data and behavior
the child inherit all the slots of the parent slot. In this way, myPoint inherits (its behavior) from the traits object
clonable‡, and has two data slots containing an x and a y coordinate. The remaining method slot contains a
method for adding two points, by cloning point and initialize it with the added x and y coordinates.
Self implements a delegation mechanism that respects the late binding of self. Next to dynamic inheritance
and parent modification, this delegation mechanism also supports parent sharing, i.e. when two or more child
objects share the same parent object. This kind of sharing is typical for all PBLs. Child sharing (multiple
inheritance), on the other hand, when two or more parent objects share the same child object, is a specific
feature of Self. When modeling knowledge these two inheritance features are constantly combined.
3. MULTIPLE INHERITANCE IN SELF
When modeling a data type in Self, the data (specific for each “instance” of this data type) is contained in a
prototype while the behavior (shared by all objects of this data type) is typically gathered in a traits object. All
prototypes inherit their behavior from the traits object, which in his turn often inherits from traits clonable:
traits myPoint = (|parent* = traits clonable.
addPoint: point = ((copy x: x + point x)
y: y + point y)|)
myPoint = (|parent* = traits myPoint. x . y|)
The graphical representation is illustrated in figure 2. To obtain a point, we clone the myPoint prototype and
set the x and y coordinates.
(myPoint copy x: 1) y: 2.
(myPoint copy x: 3) y: 4.
†We use the name myPoint since Self already implements a point object
‡Most concrete not-unique objects in the SELF world are descendants of the top-level traits object traits clonable.
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Figure 2. The myPoint prototype inherits its behavior from traits myPoint
Both points now share the traits myPoint object since they both contain a copy of the parent* pointer of the
prototypical myPoint, i.e. the most common form of parent sharing.
When we want to create for example a coloured point, data and behavior are to be inherited from a normal
point. First, a prototypical coloured point is created that inherits its behavior from a corresponding traits
coloured point object. Naturally, the traits coloured point inherit behavior from the traits myPoint,
since the behavior of a coloured point will be a specialization of a normal point’s behavior. On the other hand,
the coloured point prototype can inherit the coordinates of the normal myPoint, and extend them with an extra
slot to contain the colour, see figure 3. Remark that this multiple inheritance structure is a diamond. Imagine a
behaviordata
Figure 3. colouredPoint inherits data and behavior from MyPoint
method m in traits myPoint that is overridden in traits coloured point. When we now send the message
m to a coloured point we get a name collision: the method lookup algorithm finds m in traits coloured
point (overriding method) but also in traits myPoint (original method) via the data inheritance link with
myPoint. The early version of Self solved this ambiguity with obscure language mechanisms like prioritized
parents or the tie-breaker sender path rule, which proved to be rather unsatisfying. In the current version of
Self we have to resolve ambiguous methods manually by adding a directed resend in coloured Point. Calling
m = (traits colouredPoint.m) would invoke the overridden method while m = (traits myPoint.m) would
return the original method. But then we violate the principle of traits-based inheritance, since we add shared
behavior in a prototype in stead of into the corresponding traits object.
Self avoids this problem by performing a copy-down of the myPoint prototype: this mechanism for data
inheritance copies (some of) the slots of the receiver into a new object, ensuring that changes (adding/removing
slots) to the receiver are propagated to all copied-down children. Next, we override the parent* pointer with
the traits colouredPoint object. In this way, colouredPoint inherits all the data of point except for its
parent: this implies that there are no name collision when traits coloured point override methods of traits
myPoint In fact, copy-down allows a kind of class-based programming: copy-down can be considered as creating
a subclass. The colouredPoint and myPoint inheritance structure is illustrated in figure 4. The complete Self
code for the literal point objects can be found in Appendix A.
4. WARPED SELF INHERITANCE HIERARCHIES
It is our experience that modeling domains in Self often results in a rather classical object organisation, differing
little from a class-based set-up. However, we found two examples where the transition from domain model
notation to code notation gives rise to warped inheritance hierarchies, namely the identity problem of circles and
ellipses and role modeling.
3
Figure 4. colouredPoint inherits data from myPoint, traits colouredPoint inherits behavior from traits myPoint
4.1. Is a circle an ellipse?
Although not many OO-programmers are aware of it, from the real world (domain model) point-of-view, a circle
really is-a kind of ellipse (with major semi-axis a = minor semi-axis b = radius) and thus the code should see
circles as specializations of ellipses. In a class-based language the circle type can be implemented as a subclass of
the ellipse type, resulting in inefficient code since circle will not use all instance variables inherited from ellipse.
The difficulty is mainly caused by the fact that the data of circle is less specialized than ellipse’s data while the
behavior of circle is more specialized than ellipse’s behavior. An extra problem in this context, is that circles can
receive messages intended for ellipses, transforming them dynamically into ellipses, and vice versa. E.g. when a
circle receives a stretch message that largens the width of an ellipse: a circle would become an ellipse but be
of class “Circle”!
Thanks to the separation of data and behavior inheritance, and dynamic modification of parents, Self allows
us to model the identity example with warped hierarchies. We let ellipse inherit data from circle (since it
extends it with an extra slot for a major semi-axis value), while traits circle inherit from traits ellipse,
see figure 5. As mentioned in the previous section, the diamond set-up can be broken by defining ellipse as
Figure 5. Warped hierarchy of circle and ellipse
a copy-down of circle and assigning the parent* pointer to traits ellipse. Thanks to the late binding of
the self variable, the correct data is accessed when executing methods (e.g, area, circumference) - and thus
polymorphism is ensured. When a circle is stretched to an ellipse, we add all the slots of the ellipse prototype
into the circle, thereby overriding the parent* pointer from traits circle to traits ellipse. Vice versa, an
ellipse whose major semi-axis is stretched to the same value as its minor semi-axis, becomes a circle, by removing
all slots that were not copied-down from circle and by overriding the parent* pointer from traits ellipse to
traits circle. In this way, objects seem to change the prototypes they were cloned from dynamically.
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4.2. Role Modeling
The roles a person can perform are on one hand subtypes of a person: e.g. an engineer is-a kind of person.
On the other hand, when a role type inherits from person, how will we - in a class-based language - model
that this person can perform other roles? E.g. when both engineer and manager are subclassed from person
and we want to model a person that is both manager and engineer. When we instantiate the manager class,
the engineer class will be invisible and vice versa. Creating combination classes is not feasible: imagine the
difficulties when a person can change dynamically between a large set of roles4! Alternatively, roles are often
modeled with aggregation: a set of roles is held by an instance variable in the person class. By delegating the
messages of person to its roles, polymorphism is simulated.4
The real difference with the previous example lies in the fact that roles can be added or removed dynamically,
and that a person can have multiple roles implementing the same method. Simply warping the data hierarchy
between a person and its roles will not be sufficient.
Therefore, we implemented receiver createDataparent:parent§ as a reverse of the copy-down method:
in stead of copying down the data from the receiver into a new child object, the data of the parent is copied
down into the receiver. We now create dynamically parents in stead of children. Due to the dynamic character
of the derived types, we also provided a receiver remove Dataparent:parent that removes all copied-down
data from the receiver.
Consider a person prototype that inherits from traits person, and a set of role prototypes (e.g. manager,
engineer) inheriting from their traits (e.g. traits manager, traits engineer), that in their turn all inherit
from traits person. A person that dynamically starts performing a role is implemented by dynamically adding
this role’s prototype as a data parent to the person prototype. Next, we remove¶ the person’s parent* link to
traits person since these are already inherited via the role data parent. Due to the multiple inheritance in
Self we can add as many roles as we like, cfr. figure 6. When a person dynamically stops performing a role, we
Figure 6. Warped hierarchy of person and two roles
remove the data parent. When there are no more role data parent we make the traits person visible again.
In fact, the desired behavior is added or removed dynamically.
To ensure polymorphism we need to intercept the dynamic diamond that is implemented by a person that
inherits from two role data parents whose traits both inherit from traits person. More specifically, when two
roles of a person both override the same method in their traits, sending the corresponding message to person will
cause a VM ambiguity error. Our approach depends on the way the methods should be combined from the view
point of person. E.g. when we send the message pay to person, he should get payed for all the roles he performs
. Therefore, we implemented delegateMethod:selector that sequentially resends the message to all the data
parents, i.e. the roles, of person. However, it is possible that we only want to invoke a specific method, defined
in the role in whose context we currently see the person. E.g. when we send the message lunch to person, she
§Meta-programming methods heavily use the technique of Self mirrors: an object is reflected on by means of a mirror;
manipulating the mirror results in manipulating the object
¶We simply make a plain slot from this parent slot
5
might simulate the specific behavior to have lunch with her best friend and not, for example, with her boss and
some clients of the company she works for. In that case, we suggest to turn on/off the parent visibility of the
desired behavior, i.e. (temporarily) changing the parent slots, that point to the traits of currently non-desired
roles, to normal slots. In this way we maintain the illusion that we are dealing with one person performing
various roles.
5. CONCLUSION
PBLs, especially Self, are a suitable medium for modeling knowledge, with powerful inheritance mechanisms
which outrank the class-based ones. We experienced the phenomena of warped hierarchies and implemented a
technique, that profits from the separated data and behavior inheritance in Self, and intercepts the dangers of
multiple inheritance in this context. We have the “gut feelling” that these warped hierarchies are one of the
fundamental “missing links” in the transformation process that leads domain models to code.
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myPoint: (|parent* = traits clonable. x <- 3. y <- 4.
addPoint: point = ((copy x: x + point x)
y: y + point y)|).
traits myPoint: (|parent* = traits clonable.
addPoint: point = ((copy x: x + point x)
6
y: y + point y)|).




traits colouredPoint: (|parent* = traits myPoint.
print = (’...’)|).
colouredPoint: (((myPoint _Mirror) createSubclass) reflectee)
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